
MelilloSMARTEmpowering Your Vision

AIAdapt
AI is everywhere. If you’re not using it in your business, you’ll fall behind 
as your competitors use it to outpace, outsmart, and outperform you. But 
the transition to an AI-enabled, data-driven organization can be a complex 
maze of technology and processes. It requires high-quality data, a strategic 
approach to deployment and integration, and ongoing optimization, or it 
won’t perform as expected.

With MelilloSMART AIAdapt, we’ll partner with you to help you introduce AI 
into your organization to power innovation, efficiency, and growth. Backed by 
a proprietary process and advanced AI technology expertise, we’ll help you:  

• Identify the essential data needed to fuel AI systems
• Cleanse, organize, and enrich your datasets to make it AI-ready
• Recommend and implement pre-built, deployment-ready platforms

and products through partnerships with industry leaders like Dell
CloudIQ for smart IT infrastructure management and HPE OpsRamp for
contemporary AI-driven IT operations management

IMPROVE EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCIES
Using generative AI systems and tools, Melillo experts will strategically align to 
your processes and business goals so that your employees will be poised to: 

• Create high-quality content faster
• Engage in deeper trend analysis to fuel profitable decision-making
• Automate repetitive tasks, freeing up bandwidth for high-value activities

Using the AIAdapt process, Melillo helped a manufacturing company auto-
schedule preventive maintenance for its mechanical systems and increase 
batch yields, improving productivity by 100%, and a financial services firm 
automate suspicious activity reports and streamline their contract review 
processes yielding >50% boost in security and employee efficiencies. 

THE AIAdapt DIFFERENCE

MelilloSMART AIAdapt is more than a service; it’s a customized approach 
grounded in partnership where we understand your business needs and 
processes, and help you build and implement that plan. Want to learn more? 
Contact us here.
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